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Carbone, teresa a. "ardent, radical, and progressive : augustus graham, Walt Whitman, and Leaves of Grass with a human identity" and "offered the act of reading the mass-produced book as a corrective to the social disintegration that mass production itself had helped bring about"; goes on to examine the book in the context of "early modern advertising," arguing that "communing with 'Walt Whitman,' drinking milk with elsie the cow, and eating bologna that has a first and a last name are acts that spring partly from a common set of cultural circumstances" surrounding the early development of advertising, and proposing that Whitman's "immersion in the rapidly growing advertising industry was a key factor in his learning the importance and some of the methods of making a mass-produced commodity feel like a close friend"; concludes that "Whitman's iconoclastic mix of poetry and advertising epitomizes his struggle to reconcile his visions of proletarian utopia and [explores the environmental history of the americas and posits a transnational poetics based on Whitman's, pablo neruda's, and Derek Walcott's search to "recuperate the new World's lost histories"; Chapter three, "reading Whitman in the new World" (68-106), offers "the story of Whitman's influence in the hemisphere, including an overview of his specific impact on José martí and on neruda and Walcott," with a focus on how these writers are concerned with "the dynamics of a changing, evolving natural world"; Chapter Four, "nature's last Chemistry" (107-156), offers an ecocritical reading of Whitman, examining "his bipolarity as a poet, which led, on the one hand, to a hegelian poetics of imperial expansion and sweeping generalizations and, on the other, to the liberating potential of a democratic poetics of the local and the particular," all leading to his relevance to "the broader poetic traditions of the hemisphere 
